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The following are the final results of the election for the
National Council held on the 25th - £6th of October, 1947» as weü as

' comparative figure's for 1943»

'1947. 1947»

Radical Democrats (liberals) 52 47

Social' Democrats' 48 55

C at.holio Qons.er.va't iye 44 43

Farmers & Citizens 21 22

Independent Party 8 7

Liberal Conservative 7 8

Party of Work (Communists) V Prohibited
Democrats 5 6

With affiliation 2 6

Total 194 194

THE SWISS. ARMY IN THE WORLD OF TODAY.
— ooOOoo

(."By»- Pierre Regain Service suisse des ondes courtes).

Swiss military traditions are very old. You will probably
remember that between the 13th and the l6th centuries, our country was a
military power with which even the biggest nations of the time had to
reckon. The- Confederates of those days were not only in a position which
enabled them to defend their territory against any aggressions but they were

.also able to'carry on a policy•of territorial expansion and conquests. They
• did this until the-battle of Marignano - in other words, till the beginning
of the sixteenth-century s -As a matter of fact, the very strong position
which Switseriand then held could have been maintained for a long time if
our ancestors had not then weakened each other in the course of both religious
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and ether internal strudle s»

Stem that tine on» a very strong military tradition has survived
in Switzerland. Of course, saying that wo have taken many initiatives in
that particular domain er that we have introduced striking innovations in
the science of strategy would definitely "be saying too much. We did not
have a chance of doing so, "because, for a long time, war left our country
aside. Nevertheless, there has "been no lack, in Switzerland, cf military
leaders who were alio to take up the military innovations developed "by

other countries with all the necessary faculty of discrimination, and to
adapt them intelligently and efficiently to our particular conditions "both
from the political and the military point of view. One may even say that
in this sense, generation after generation they have accomplished a task
which was anything tut negligible. There is seme reason to suppose that
this is still the case to-day. A proof cf that supposition might te
found in the fact that the French general de Lattre de Tassigny has just
made a comparatively lengthy visit to our army. Of course, as far as wr
armament and equipment is concerned, he has ctviously not teen able to
make any very striking d5.scoveries. They have not got to te cut cf date
yet^ on the contrary, they have teen modernised at an accelerated rate
during the last world conflict. However, on the whole, one may say that
our present armament and equipment have teen introduced during the first
years of the war and thai from the material point of view we have not yet
tgken into consideration the experiments made on the battlefields during
its last final months. And yet rne knows that these experiences
have teen decisive and that they have brought with them a revolution of
military art - or, as one should say to-day, of military science. For
instance; we have no Radar apparatus at our disposal and it is enly in a
few months that we shall have jet planes at our disposal. All this brings
us to the conclusion that the Swiss army is interesting from quite another
paint cf view, which partly at least, accounts far general de Lattre de
Tassigny1s visit. For one thing, paradoxical as it may sevnd, as far as
its military power is concerned, our arty is the second m^st powerful
military force in present-day Europe. This is duo to the fact that the
nations which have lost the war have not got any army left at all, while
the liberated countries have not yet had a chance of reconstituting theirs,
so that there is only one proper army left in Western Europe - and that is
cursS One may say that, for a short length cf time at least, we are
again in a situation similar to that which we had reached in 1515) just
before the tattle of Marignane. It is hardly necessary to add that
nevertheless, the situation is very different from what it was then, as the
Swiss of today have not the slightest intention of making the same use of
their army as their ancestors had done at that time.

However, our situation remains strong, as it was throughout the
war, because we are in a position tn inflict serious and costly losses t<?

anyone who would try to attack us, There is no doubt about it that we
were able to retain our independence during the last war only owing to the
fact? that the German high command knew/ quite well that an attempt at
conquering Switzerland would necessarily be successful in the end, but would
at the same time, moan a considerable loss of time and sacrifices of all
proportion with the advantages which would have been derived from the
occupation of our completely devastated territory. If a new conflict were
to arise for the same reasons a victorious army might, in spite of its
successes elsewhere, prefer going around our territory and encircling it so
as to strangle us from the economic and alimentary point of view.

It is possible - we cannot say for certain - that General de
Lattre do Tassigny wished to see for himself if this was in fact the case.
Anyway, whatever the reasons of his visit may be, we know that he has seen
both our mobilised troops and cur. recruife schools with the greatest interest,
Tho most original aspects of our military system are on the ene hand the
fact that the initial period of instruction for the man ir very short, only
lasting four months, and, en the ether, the speod cf mobilisation which we
can achieve owing to the fact that our men keep their arms, their personal
equipment and their ammunition at home. They say that it is to this aspect
of our army that the General devoted the most of his attention. He has, in
fact, expressed his admiration for our system - and that is a certificate of
which we are proud.
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